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ABSTRACT 

 
The continued and diversified growth of social networks has changed the way in which users 
interact with them. With these changes, what once was limited to social contact is now used for 
exchanging ideas and opinions, creating the need for new features. Users have so much 
information at their fingertips that they are unable to process it by themselves; hence, the need to 
develop new tools. Recommender systems were developed to address this need and many 
techniques were used for different approaches to the problem. To make relevant 
recommendations, these systems use large sets of data, not taking the social network of the user 
into consideration. Developing a recommender system that takes into account the social network 
of the user is another way of tackling the problem. The purpose of this project is to use the 
theory of six degrees of separation (Watts 2003) amongst users of a social network to enhance 
existing recommender systems. 
 
Keywords: Recommender Systems, Social Networks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Position and Explanation 
 
 In the past, the study of knowledge discovery in databases, and more specifically 
of recommender systems (systems that filter relevant information to a specific user 
according to his/her profile), was limited to the data available to researchers. With the 
Internet explosion, new opportunities and challenges have arisen in this research field.  

 More recently, the online social network phenomenon has enabled access to the 
user’s profile and preferences. This has allowed several databases available on the 
Internet to be collected and used in experiments by research (GroupLens Research 
2010). 

 The importance of research on recommender systems arises from the wide scope 
of the available information, making it difficult for the user to access relevant items and 
raising the need for tools that help perform this task. 
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 For this same reason, the generation of good recommendations has been 
commercially exploited by large companies. Although these recommendations are 
acceptable, they still present several problems. The data used often does not correctly 
reflect the client’s preferences. The items purchased are not always intended for the 
buyers themselves. They may be gifts, and this fact makes the data unreliable (Gupta, 
Jain e Song 2008). 

 Most recommender systems researched and in operation make recommendations 
without taking into consideration any knowledge about the recommended items. For 
that reason, they must take into account all data space known by the system. 

 However, because of the easy access to large quantities of information, usually 
beyond processing capacity in a reasonable response time, recommender systems not 
only need to deal with the quality of the recommendations, but they also must filter the 
available base with which they are going to work. 

 In order to verify a possible solution to this scalability problem (section 2.4.4.7) 
and reduce the volume of information, this article intends to use the concept that people 
closer to a person in a social network have more influence on his/her opinions (Mendes 
2008). This way, the existing data space may be divided based on the degree of 
separation among the individuals within the social network and still generate relevant 
recommendations in a database that would otherwise not be processed due to its extent. 

  

1.2. Objective 

  Recommender systems are widely used in several different domains for the 
recommendation of articles, music, movies, and even people. Portals such as Amazon 
and Submarino use recommender systems to suggest products to their customers. 
Meanwhile, social networks such as LinkedIn and Facebook use them to suggest new 
contacts.  

 To accomplish that, the most used techniques employed in recommender 
systems are (section 2.4.3): The collaborative filtering and content-based systems. The 
collaborative filtering does not take into account the type of items, nor their attributes. It 
takes exclusively into account the expressed opinion about the other items in order to 
make recommendations. Meanwhile, content-based filtering uses the knowledge it has 
of the items and their attributes to make recommendations. 

 These techniques perform well, but they employ cluster1 solutions to solve the 
scalability problem (section 2.4.4.7) and be able to process high chunks of data.  

 This article looks for a new solution, different from the one normally employed. 
The objectives of this article are: 

• From an assessment database, similar to Grouplens’ (GroupLens Research 
2010) initiative, complemented with the relations among the participants, 
in such a way that is possible to draw the graph of the social network; 

• Evaluate the benefits to recommender systems originated from the 
knowledge provided by the social network. This database has missing 

                                                 
1 A cluster is composed by a group of linked computers that uses a special type of operational system, 
called distributed system. It is often built from traditional computers (PCs) connected to a network. They 
communicate with each other through the system, operating as a single big machine. 
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values that are treated as non-evaluated items. Recommender systems try 
to predict the user’s evaluation of an item that has not yet been evaluated. 
Based on the concept that people who are more closely connected have 
more influence on each other’s opinions (Mendes 2008), this article will 
try to predict these missing values based on relations, so as to generate 
more relevant results. 

•  Evaluate the applicability and imputation efficiency of the missing 
evaluations with refeeds (section 2.3), using the identified degrees of 
separation among participants. Verify, in contrast to the traditional 
approach, if there are scenarios in which this application is more useful. 

  

 At the end of this article, results will be presented which indicate whether 
dividing the data base by degrees of separation (section 2.2) will have a positive effect 
on the results. 

2. FOUNDATIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES  

2.1.  Social Networks 

 Social networks are node structures (individuals or organizations) connected by 
social ties. The organization of each network depends on the surroundings in which it 
was generated and operates. Each network has a particular organization of its members 
and, especially, of its facilitators’ political culture and shared objectives (Amaral 2004). 
The social network represents a set of independent members joining ideas and resources 
based on shared values and interests (Marteleto 2001). 

 It is important to understand the classification of networks, as well as how they 
are formed. In “The Small World” model, ties are established randomly and some 
people are able to transform the network into a small world. In the book “Six Degrees of 
Separation – Small World”, Watts (Watts 2003) discusses the idea that the average 
distance between two people on the planet does not exceed approximately 6 people, 
considering there are some random ties among groups. This topic will be discussed in 
more detail in section 2.2. 

  

2.2.   Six degrees of separation theory 

 Six degrees of separation is related to the idea that one person is only six “steps” 
away from any other person on Earth. So, in a social network, in order to connect two 
people, six or fewer intermediaries would be needed, that is, it is believed that two 
individuals can be connected through a maximum of 5 acquaintances (Figure 2.1 Six 
Degrees of Separation 
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Figure 2.1 Six Degrees of Separation 

 Source: (Watts 2003) 

 

 In his doctorate thesis, Michael Gurevich (Gurevich 1961) produced a seminal 
work in  his empirical studies of social networks structure. The Austrian mathematician 
Kochen Manfred, involved in an urban statistics project, extended these empirical 
results to a mathematic manuscript (Sola Pool and Kochen 1978) and concluded that in 
a population as big as the USA, without social structure, “it’s virtually correct to say 
that two individuals can get in touch with each other through at least two 
intermediaries. In a socially structured population this is less probable, but it still can 
happen, and maybe if we consider the whole world population, probably only one more 
transition individual is needed”. 

 Simulations performed in 1973, using relatively limited computers, produced 
more realistic predictions of 3 degrees of separation among the US population, 
anticipating the results of the American psychologist Stanley Milgram, whose study 
(Milgram 1967) showed that “people in the US seem to be connected on average by a 
chain of three acquaintances. The simulations did not, however, speculate on the planet 
interactions". 

 In 2001, Duncan Watts (Watts 2003), a Columbia University professor tried to 
recreate Milgram’s experiment on the internet, using an email message as a "package" 
to be delivered. The experiment involved 48,000 senders and 19 intended recipients (in 
157 countries). Watts found the average number of intermediaries remained around 6. 
Note that this was not the highest number of intermediaries. 

 

2.3.   Sequential Imputation 

 Imputation is any automatic or semi-automatic procedure capable of filling in 
missing values in data bases (Goldschmidt and Passos 2005). Imputation methods, once 
restricted to the statistics domain, are now more evolved and present implementations 
based on Artificial Intelligence (IA) or even in hybrid constructions (Farhangfar, 
Kurgan and Pedrycz 2007) (Lakshminarayan, Harp, and Samad 1999). 

 Imputation processes can be distinguished by the capacity of imputing missing 
values that occurs in a univariate or multivariate way. The imputation is univariate when 
the missing values are present in only one attribute. In this scenario, several techniques 
are commonly applied, such as: 
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• Replacement with a central trend value: The missing data of quantitative 
variables are replaced with the variable’s mean. This mean may be the 
average of the observed data or the average of a group with more similar 
characteristics to the missing data, identified by one or more categorical 
variables found in the database. 

• “Hot deck”: The individual whose observed data most closely resembles 
that of the individual with the missing data in relation to the auxiliary 
variables is located. The missing data is then replaced with the 
corresponding matched data. 

• Regression: The imputed values are predicted through regression by 
simply using one or more existing variables to predict the missing value of 
another variable similar to the previous one. Two types of regression may 
be used for the imputation: regression and regression with an additive 
component of the error variance. 

 

 However, due to the increased complexity and database sizes in past years, there 
has been an intensification of research and development related to the mechanisms for 
multivariate imputation, when missing values are arranged in two or more attributes 
(Schafer 1997). 

 There are two ways of approaching the solution for multivariate problems 
(Vanbuuren, et al. 2006): joint modeling or fully conditional specification. Joint-
modeling consists of using statistical models (like Bayesian network) to stimulate 
missing values in all attributes at once. 

 Conditional specification techniques are generalized in literature as sequential 
imputation (Commission and Europe 2000), in which the missing values to be imputed 
are processed in a sequential manner based on attributes (Lepkowski, et al. 2001) 
(Oudshoorn, Buuren, and Rijckevorsel 1999) or records (Kim, Kim e Yi 2004) 
(Verboven, Branden e Goos 2007). The main characteristic of imputing the missing 
values sequentially is the breakdown of a multivariate problem into several univariate 
problems, which can be solved by the well-known traditional technique of univariate 
imputation. (Oudshoorn, Buuren, and Rijckevorsel 1999) (Gelman and Hill 2006). 

 

2.4. Recommender Systems  

2.4.1. Introduction 

 The explosive growth of the World Wide Web (www), the emerging popularity 
of e-commerce and social networks have provided access to a large quantity of 
information, which was previously inaccessible. Gathering data is not a problem 
anymore, but the extraction of useful information and its presentation to the user in a 
relevant way is. Recommender systems have been developed to help fill the gap 
between information collection and analysis, by filtering all available information and 
presenting the most relevant items to the user (Resnick e Varian 1997). The 
recommender system helps enhance the capacity and efficiency  of this process. The 
biggest challenge of this type of system is finding the perfect match between those 
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recommending and those receiving the recommendation; that is, defining and 
discovering the relation between their interests. 

  Information systems that filter relevant information for a specific user 
based on his/her profile are known as Recommender Systems. A recommender system 
usually compares the user profile with some reference characteristic and attempts to 
predict the evaluation a user would provide of a particular item that has not yet been 
considered. E-commerce websites are currently the main interest group of recommender 
system usage, employing different techniques to find more appropriate products for 
their clients and to raise sales volume. 

 There are two approaches to recommender systems: Collaborative filtering and 
content-based systems, which will be explained in details in section 2.4.3. Some 
authors, like Montaner (Montaner, Lopez, and de La Rosa 2003), highlight the existence 
of a third type of information filtering, called demographic filtering. This filtering 
method is not part of the scope of this article. However, this method uses a person’s 
description to determine the relation between a specific item and the type of individual 
who may be interested in the particular item. This kind of approach uses peoples’ 
descriptions to determine the relations between one item and the type of person who 
may be interested in that particular item. The user profile is created by grouping users in 
stereotype classifications that represent the characteristics of a class of users. Personal 
data are usually requested from the user through registration forms used to create a 
characterization of the user and his/her interests.  

 One of the algorithms commonly used in recommender systems is K-NN 
(section 2.4.5.1). In a social network we may find neighbors of a specific user with the 
same tastes or interests. In order to do this, the Pearson Correlation coefficient must be 
calculated through the selection of top-N neighbors preferred data of a specific user 
(weighted similarity) and use specific techniques to calculate whether the user’s 
preference can be predicted. 

  

2.4.2. Evaluations 

 The users may make explicit or implicit evaluations. Explicit evaluations are 
usually a discrete value that belongs to a limited set of possible numerical values for 
each item (Resnick e Varian 1997), like a Likert type scale. Implicit evaluations offer 
the advantage of reducing the user workload and are usually extracted from the buying 
history or the behavior while browsing through sites that require some type of 
evaluation. 

  

2.4.2.1. Likert SCALE 

 On a Likert-type scale (Table 2.1 Likert scales), the answers to each item vary 
according to an intensity degree. This scale with sorted, equally spaced categories and 
the same number of categories in all items is widely used. It is formed by a set of 
phrases or sentences with positive or negative opinions. The evaluator (user) has to rate 
his/her degree of agreement, from “I strongly disagree” (level 1) to “I totally agree” 
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(level 5, 7 or 11), depending on the number of levels on the scale2 (Chisnall 1973) 
(Likert 1932). 

 

Table 2.1 Likert scales 

Value Graphic representation Textual representation 

5 � � � � � Excellent 

4 � � � � Very good 

3 � � � Good 

2 � � Fair 

1 � Poor 

 

2.4.3. Collaborative filtering and content-based filtering 

 (Balabanovic and Shoham 1997) defined two main approaches to recommender 
systems: collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. For the collaborative 
filtering, the recommendation is based on the analysis of similar users to indicate items 
of preference. For content-based filtering, the recommendation is made through the 
analysis of items which are similar to the ones the user has already seen and evaluated. 

 

2.4.3.1.Collaborative Filtering 

 In this type of filtering, recommendations are made based on predictions of user 
preferences resulting in interactions between other users. This type of filtering usually 
offers a higher degree of surprise to  the user with good recommendations and, in some 
cases, may offer totally irrelevant contents. Collaborative filtering systems are trying to 
include people in the filtering systems, since they can better assess documents than any 
computer task (Resnick e Varian 1997). 

 

                                                 
2 Likert previously recommended a scale of 5 points, but is currently recommending the use of scales of 
5, 7 or 11 points based on individual’s lack of discriminatory capabilities  when the scale has many 
answer possibilities, or  based on the fact that only when the scale has many possibilities is it similar to 
the continuum of our opinion. 
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Figure 2.2 Collaborative Filtering 

Source: (Sarwar, et al. 2001) 

 A first approach to this type of filtering (Resnick e Varian 1997) establishes 
recommendations based on items consumed by users with the same consumption pattern 
as the current user (Figure 2.2 Collaborative Filtering 
 It is used mainly in e-commerce systems, such as Amazon and Submarino. To make 
this type of approach easier to understand, let’s consider  a user and  a set consisting 
of the top  users whose buying pattern is more similar to ’s (since they bought some 
of the same products x has brought). Now consider vectors ( , ), where  is a product 
and  is the number of times this product was purchased by a . If the vector set (, ) 
is sorted in s descending order by , the result will be an order for product 
recommendation for . A variation may apply different weights to users , based on 
their relation to   users. 

 In the approach related to collaborative filtering, it is possible to solve the 
problem found in the recommendation approach using contents (section 2.4.3.2), where 
the user only receives items with similar contents. However, this approach does not 
solve other problems, such as the insertion of new items into the base that will only be 
recommended after a certain number of users have read and assessed them. Another 
issue is handling users who do not have similar interests in other members of the 
population. Thus, this unique user will not have peers in which the collaborative 
recommender system can base itself on. This and other issues are described in section 
2.4.4. 

 

2.4.3.2.Content-Based Filtering 

 The content-based filtering approach (Figure 2.3 Content-based Filtering 
) is based on the premise that the user would like to see similar items as to those 
previously seen by him (Balabanovic e Shoham 1997). With information on a specific 
content and data about a specific user that can be related to this information, it is 
possible to define the relation between user and content. This approach employs 
content-based filtering techniques, for example, filtering by keyword and latent 
semantic analysis. 
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Figure 2.3 Content-based Filtering 

Source: (Lorenzi 2006) 

 

 For example, a book about programming could be recommended to students of 
computer related courses. This is the basis of content-based recommendations which, in 
contrast to collaborative filtering, does not use the relations among users to define the 
content. For this reason, the recommendation based on contents usually does not 
surprise the user, since the relation and the means used by the system to recommend can 
be inferred directly by the user, even if unconsciously.  

 

2.4.4. RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS ISSUES 

2.4.4.1.Cold Start 

 The issue with Cold Start is more prevalent in recommender systems. The 
problem occurs at the start of the system (no assessments from other users). A 
recommender system usually compares the user profile with some reference 
characteristics. These characteristics can be based on information (content-based 
approach) or on the user’s social environment (collaborative filtering approach). In 
content-based approach, the system should be able to match the characteristics of an 
item to relevant characteristics in the user’s profile. In order to do that, a model with 
sufficient detailed information on the user, including his/her tastes and preferences must 
first be built. This can be done in explicitly (by consulting the user) or implicitly 
(observing the user’s behavior). In both cases, the Cold Start issue requires the user to 
dedicate to creating his/her profile before the system can begin any relevant 
recommendation.  Because of the Cold Start issue, items not previously assessed 
would be ignored in the collaborative filtering approach. 
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2.4.4.2. Gray Sheep 

 If a user has rare tastes, the recommendation may not be accurate, as there are no 
“close neighbors”. This problem is called gray sheep (Resnick and Varian 1997) 
(Lorenzi 2006). In the collaborative filtering system, a user with this profile is not easily 
related to other users in the system, making it difficult to recommend items. In the 
content-based filtering system, even if the user has a rare profile, the recommendation 
of items related to this profile is not an issue, since recommendations are more generic. 
For example, if the system identifies that a user is interested in technology and 
oceanography, it will easily recommend these items to the user, even if only unpopular 
items have been evaluated. 

 

2.4.4.3.Early-Rater 

 When a new item emerges, it cannot be recommended to a user before a person 
assesses it (Resnick and Varian 1997) (Lorenzi 2006). This issue is clearly identified in 
collaborative filtering. When a new item with no user assessment or recommendations 
is inserted, it cannot be recommended. In content-based filtering, knowing the contents 
of an item is enough to enable a recommendation to a user. 

 

2.4.4.4.SPARSE EVALUATIONS 

 When there are few users and many items, the evaluations may become sparse 
and it becomes difficult to find similar users (Resnick e Varian 1997) (Lorenzi 2006). In 
collaborative filtering, this issue is easily identified because the filtering is completely 
based on the user’s assessment of the item. In content-based filtering, the 
recommendation does not depend on the number of users and items, but rather on their 
profiles and contents. 

 

2.4.4.5.Super-SPECIALIZATION 

 Only items that are similar to those previously evaluated by the user will be 
recommended. Exploring new item categories is not possible (Resnick and Varian 1997) 
(Lorenzi 2006). In content-based filtering, this issue is clearly identified. A user whose 
profile has been defined will always receive items related to this profile, and any 
personal profile modification (outside the system) will not be reflected on the system. In 
collaborative filtering, item recommendation is not based on the user’s initial profile, 
but rather on his/her actions and relation to other users. 

 

2.4.4.6.Serendipity 

 This is related to the lack of surprise in the recommendation. Products that are 
not related to the user’s profile may never be recommended (Resnick and Varian 1997) 
(Lorenzi 2006). This problem occurs in content-based filtering, since the recommended 
contents will always belong to the same group relating back to the user profile. 
Meanwhile, in collaborative filtering, the surprise occurs more frequently, since similar 
users may have evaluated completely different items from those seen by the original 
user. 
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2.4.4.7.Scalability 

 When the quantity of users, items and evaluations is too large, the system that 
executes real-time calculations of the relations among users may provide a very long 
response time and may need computer resources that are not available. This is a 
common problem in both approaches. However, in collaborative filtering, this issue is 
more evident as the calculations are done using all users and all items. In content-based 
filtering, calculations are done using only one user and all related items, considering all 
attributes (Resnick and Varian 1997) (Kajimoto, et al. 2007). 

 

2.4.5. RECOMMENDER SYSTEM TECHNIQUES 

 The objective of recommender systems is to provide recommendations based on 
recorded information on  the users’ preferences. These systems use information filtering 
techniques to process information and provide the user with potentially more relevant 
items. This section presents collaborative filtering techniques based on users and items 
(J., et al. 1999) (Sarwar, et al. 2001).  

 For K users and M items, users’ evaluations are represented in the K x M 
matrix, user-item (Figure 2.4 User x Item Matrix 
). Each element  indicates that user k evaluated item m with r, where r 

, that is, this item has been evaluated. And  indicates that the 
evaluation is unknown. 

 
Figure 2.4 User x Item Matrix 

Source (Wang, P. and J.T. 2005) 

 User-item matrix (Figure 2.4 User x Item Matrix 
) may be decomposed into row vectors: 
 

,  

 

 Where  stands for transposition. Each row vector   corresponds to a user 
profile and represents a particular item evaluation. This decomposition leads us to 
collaborative filtering based on users. 

 Alternatively, the matrix may also be represented by column vectors: 
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 Where each column vector   corresponds to a specific item, which has been 
evaluated by all K users. This representation results in the item-based recommendation 
algorithm. 

 

2.4.5.1.Based On users (k-NN) 

 The closest k-neighbor algorithm (k-nearest neighbors), originally proposed in 
(Cover and P. E. 1974), is based on the similarity concept to build a group of objects 
(the closest users) from where candidates are extracted in order to impute the evaluation 
of an item. The similarity concept is based on the idea of distance. Perhaps the 
Euclidean distance is the most preferred in literature because it was the first to be 
proposed or perhaps because of its calculation simplicity (Ferlin 2008).  

 Collaborative filtering based on users predicts user interest in an item based on 
evaluations of similar users (J., D. and C. 1998) (J., et al. 1999). As shown in Figure 2.5 
Evaluation prediction based on user similarities 
, each user profile is classified based on its dissimilarity to the user profile, for which 
the prediction is being made. The evaluations performed  by the most similar users have 
more influence on the prediction of the item evaluation for the relevant user. The list of 
the most similar users may be identified by using a cut-factor or by selecting the most 
similar top-N users.  

 
Figure 2.5 Evaluation prediction based on user similarities 

Source (Wang, P. and J.T. 2005) 

 

  The Euclidean distance and the Pearson correlation are common 
similarity measures in collaborative filtering (P., et al. 1994) and will be discussed in 
sections 2.4.6.1 and 2.4.6.2, respectively. The existing methods differ in the way they 
handle unknown evaluations. Unknown evaluations may be interpreted as a zero value 
evaluation (P., et al. 1994), or by interpolation3 of the mean of the user’s evaluations 
and the mean of the evaluations of similar users’ evaluations (Xue, et al. 2005). 

 After defining the most similar users, using only known evaluations of these 
users, the evaluation of the specific user is estimated (P., et al. 1994). 

                                                 
3 Through interpolation, we can create a function that somewhat “fits” this  specific  data, thus giving 
them the desired continuity. 
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 The user based recommendation algorithm (Return top-N items from list A, sorted by 
the average of the evaluations in descending order 

) can be described as the process of recommending items for a user this way: 

 

for each user v (that is not u) 

 compute the similarities between u and v 

 add the most similar users to the list L of u “neighbors” 

for each item i evaluated by a user in L but not evaluated by u 

 for each user v in L that has evaluated i  

  compute the similarity s between u and v  

  Multiply the evaluation of v for item i by weight s (av,i = av,i * s ) 

  incorporate the weighted evaluation into the mean of the evaluations for item i 

 add the mean of the evaluations of item i to list A 

Return top-N items from list A, sorted by the average of the evaluations in descending order 

Algorithm 1 Recommendation algorithm based on user 

Source: (Owen, et al. 2010) 

 

 First of all, the most similar users are identified in order to know which items 
they find interesting. These items are considered as candidates for recommendation to 
intended users. 

 

2.4.5.2. Slope-One 

 This approach pre-computes the average difference between the evaluations of 
each pair of items previously evaluated by the user. The Slope-One system is being 
recommended as the new reference system for recommender systems in production by 
(Lemire e Maclachlan 2005) for the following reasons. 

• Supports dynamic updates: The addition of new evaluations to the system 
changes all predictions instantaneously; 

• Efficient when consulted: The searches are fast, even though the system 
requires larger storage capacity than other approaches; 

• A user with few evaluations should receive relevant recommendations; 
• Reasonably precise: Several approaches “compete” for the most accurate 

prediction. However, even the smallest gain in precision is not always 
worth the sacrifice in simplicity or scalability. 

 

 As an example, let’s suppose that people who enjoyed the movie “Carlito’s 
Way” apparently also liked another movie starred by Al Pacino,  “Scarface”. However 
they seem to like “Scarface” more. Let’s suppose that on a five star scale (section 
2.4.2.1), most people who watched “Carlito’s way” gave the movie 4 starts and 
“Scarface” 5 stars.  According to this reasoning, if another person gave “Carlito’s Way” 
3 stars, it would be possible to assume that this same person would give “Scarface” 4 
starts, one more star. Furthermore, people who evaluated “Scarface” gave “The 
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Godfather” the same rating. Subsequently, a user who evaluated “Carlito’s Way” with 2 
stars and “The Godfather” with 4 stars would have his/her evaluation estimation for 
“Scarface” calculated the following way: Based on the evaluation of “Carlito’s Way”, 
2.0 + 1.0 = 3.0. Based on the evaluation of “The Godfather”, 4,0 + 0,0 = 4,0. By 
calculating a simple average of these two evaluations, the estimated evaluation equals 
(3,0+4,0)/2=3,5. This is the essence of the Slope-One approach. 

 The name Slope-One originates from the fact that the recommendation algorithm 
is based on the assumption that there is a linear relation between the evaluation values 
of two items, and that it is usually possible to estimate the evaluations of an item Y 
based on the evaluations of an item X, using a linear function similar to Y = mX + b. 
Slope-One further simplifies this assumption by applying value 1 to m. Therefore, 
simply find value b = Y – X, and calculate the average difference of the evaluation 
value for each pair of items. 

 This represents a significant preprocessing phase (  add the average difference 
di,j, to list D    

), in which all differences are computed: 

 

for each item i 

 for each item j (not i) 

  for each user u that evaluated i and j 

   adds the difference (b = au,i – au,j) to an average 

  add the average difference di,j, to list D    

Algorithm 2 Slope-One pre-processing 

Source: (Owen, et al. 2010) 

 

After the preprocessing phase, the recommender system that uses Slope-One is able to 
make recommendations. 

 

for each item i not evaluated by user u 

 for each item j not evaluated by user u 

  find the average difference between i and j in list D 

  adds this difference to u’s evaluation of j (au,j + di,j) 

  adds this value to an average 

returns top-N items sorted by these averages 

Algorithm 3 Slope-One processing 

Source: (Owen, et al. 2010) 

 Slope-One performance does not depend on the number of users in  the matrix K 
x M (Figure 2.4 User x Item Matrix 
). It depends exclusively on the average difference between every pair of items, which 
can be pre-computed. Further, this structure can be efficiently updated. Simply update 
the average difference whenever there is a new evaluation or a change in an existing 
preference. (Owen, et al. 2010). 
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 However, please note that the memory requirements necessary to store all these 
differences grow exponentially according to the number of items (items2) (Owen, et al. 
2010). 

 

2.4.6. Similarity metrics 

 Similarity metrics are functions that numerically measure the similarity degree 
between two entities. As far as recommender systems are concerned: items or users. 
Metrics are usually needed in recommender systems in which entities are compared one 
by one, and the similarity measure is the instrument used to distinguish, among entities, 
the similar and non-similar candidates (Webber 1998). 

 The similarity metrics summarize, by a measure of importance, the similarity of 
each attribute level and are used to model the relevance among them. Consequently, any 
math-oriented calculation is valid, such as the weighted average. However, it is still 
possible to perceive the similarity evaluation as a problem of recognizing standards 
within the entity space (Cover and P. E. 1974). 

 

2.4.6.1.EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE 

 In mathematics, Euclidean distance (or metric distance) is the distance between 
two points, which can be proved by the repeated application of the Pythagorean 
Theorem. If this formula is applied as distance, the Euclidean space becomes a metric 
space. 

 The idea makes sense for recommender systems, if the users were represented as 
points in a space with several dimensions, one for each item, where the coordinates are 
the evaluation value. This metric computes the Euclidean distance between these two 
points (users). This value by itself is not a valid similarity metrics because higher values 
would mean bigger distance and lower level of similarities. The values have to be lower 
when the users are more similar. For that, in a system implementation, the similarity 
measure is calculated this way (Table 2.2 Euclidean distance and similarity measure 
calculated in relation to user 1): 1 / (1 + d), that is, when the distance equals to zero 
(meaning identical evaluations by both users), the calculated similarity measure is 1, 
lowering up to zero, according to distance increase (Owen, et al. 2010).  

Table 2.2 Euclidean distance and similarity measure calculated in relation to user 1 

 
Item 
101 Item 102 Item 103 Distance Similarity related 

to user 1 

User 1 5.0 3.0 2.5 0.000 1.000 

User 2 2.0 2.5 5.0 3.937 0.203 

User 3 2.5 - - 2.500 0.286 

User 4 5.0 - 3.0 0.500 0.667 

User 5 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.118 0.472 

source: (Owen, et al. 2010) 
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 The formula for calculating the Euclidean distance is presented below: 

 , considering  and  as data vectors. 

 

2.4.6.2.The Pearson CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

The Pearson correlation coefficient is a measure of the degree of linear relation between 
two variables. This coefficient varies between -1 and 1. Zero (0) value means that there 
is no linear relation; value 1 indicates a perfect linear relation; and value -1 also 
indicates another perfect linear relation, but reverse, that is, when one of the variables 
increases the other decreases. The closest to 1 or -1, the strongest is the linear 
association between the two variables. 

 The calculation formula of Pearson correlation coefficient  is: 

 

 

 It means a perfect positive correlation between the two variables. 

 It means a perfect negative correlation between the two variables – that is, if 
one increases, the other always decreases. 

 In terms of linearity, it means both variables do not  depend on each other. 
However, another kind of dependency (non-linear) may exist. Thus, the result ρ = 0 
must be investigated by other means. 

 

 The Pearson correlation coefficient measures the trend of two series of numbers, 
paired one by one, in moving together (Owen, et al. 2010). 

 

Table 2.3 The Pearson correlation related to user1 

 Item 101 Item 102 Item 103 Correlation with user 1 

User 1 5.0 3.0 2.5 1.000 

User 2 2.0 2.5 5.0 -0.764 

User 3 2.5 - - - 

User 4 5.0 - 3.0 1.000 

User 5 4.0 3.0 2.0 0.945 

source: (Owen, et al. 2010) 

 

2.4.6.3.Log-Likelihood 

 Log-Likelihood similarity metrics is similar to the Tanimoto Coefficient, since 
evaluations done by the users are not taken into consideration, but it is more difficult to 
understand it intuitively. Mathematics involved in this metric processing is beyond this 
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paper´s scope. Although it is also based on the number of common items between two 
users, this measure takes into consideration how rare the intersection of the evaluated 
items is (Owen, et al. 2010). 

 To illustrate this, let’s consider two movie fans that evaluated the movies “Star 
Wars” and “Casablanca”. If they evaluate hundreds of movies, the fact that they 
evaluated these two is not relevant, because many people have watched them. If both 
have evaluated a few movies, the fact that they have watched these two movies is 
considered relevant, because it is not usual that a fan of “Star Wars” is also fan of  
“Casablanca”. 

   

Table 2.4 Similarities using Log-Likelihood related to user 1 

 Item 

101 

Item 

102 

Item 

103 

Item 

104 

Item 

105 

Item 

106 

Item 

107 

Similarities 

with user 1 

User 1 X X X     0.90 

User 2 X X X X    0.84 

User 3 X   X X  X 0.55 

User 4 X  X X  X  0.16 

User 5 X X X X X X  0.55 

source: (Owen, et al. 2010) 

 For the purpose of experiments, the Log-Likelihood will be used as the metric 
that does not take into consideration the evaluations done by the users. 

 

2.4.7. Evaluation of recommender systems 

 In characterizing recommender systems as a scientific research, it is vital to 
understand the methodologies for system evaluation. An efficient way to evaluate 
recommender systems is through the comparison of the generated predictions and the 
real evaluations made by the user. This is achieved by suppressing a certain evaluation, 
after this, the recommender system is used to predict this suppressed evaluation, and 
finally both values are compared. 

 The attainment of metrics to evaluate the performance of a recommender system 
before a wide commercial usage is vital to check if the predictions made will be 
appropriate for the specific purpose. The most used metrics used in the literature for the 
evaluation of recommender systems will be presented below. 

 It is important to highlight that, for each dataset or business domain, a specific 
recommender system may be more appropriate than others. It is only possible to define 
which recommender system is best applied to a domain through experimentations and 
the analysis of the results. 
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2.4.7.1.Root Mean Square (RMS) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 

 In statistics, the Root Mean Square (RMS) is one of the several ways to measure 
the difference between one estimated value and its actual value. RMS measures the 
mean square to quantify the difference of estimated values. 

 The RMS value calculated for a set of values  is the square root of 
the arithmetic mean of the squares of the values of the set added. 

 

 
 

 In statistics, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is another way to quantify the 
difference between an estimated value and the actual value. As the name suggests, MAE 
is the Mean Absolute Error. 

 

 

 Table 2.5 Difference between MAE x RMS exemplify the differences between 
RMS and MAE. 

 

Table 2.5 Difference between MAE x RMS 

 Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 

Current 3.0 5.0 4.0 

Estimated 3.5 2.0 5.0 

Difference 0.5 3.0 1.0 

MAE = (0.5 + 3.0 + 1.0) / 3 = 1.5 

RMS =√((0.52 + 3.02 + 1.02) / 3) = 1.8484 

 

2.4.7.2.Precision, Recall, and Fall-Out 

 Precision measures the precision of the recommendations made by 
recommender systems and it is measured by the quantity of recommended items that are 
actually interesting to the user in comparison with the set of all recommended items 
(Figure 2.6 Precision 
). The precision of a system shows how close the prediction is to the actual evaluation 
done by the user. 
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Figure 2.6 Precision 

source: (Owen, et al. 2010) 

 

 

  

 Recall indicates the quantity of interesting items to the user that appear in the 
recommendation list in comparison with all relevant items. 

 
Figure 2.7 Recall 

 

 

 Fall-Out is the proportion of non-relevant items that are recommended in 
comparison to all non-relevant items. 

 

 
Figure 2.8 Fall-Out 
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3. SUGGESTED SOLUTION 

3.1. Introduction 

 One of the aims of a recommender system is to generate relevant 
recommendations. In order to accomplish that, collaborative filtering uses massive 
datasets, no matter the item types. The recommendations are calculated based on this 
data (Figure 3.1 Top-Down view of traditional recommender systems 
). But working with massive data volume represents a scalability problem that should 
not be underestimated. This project intends to test a way to decrease user x item matrix 
space and check if, this way, the recommender system is able to improve the relevance 
of the recommended items and minimize sparsity issues, super-specialization and lack 
of surprise (section 2.6.4). 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Top-Down view of traditional recommender systems 

 

3.2. Separation Degree 

 As mentioned in the social networks basics, social network members and the 
relationship established among them form a graph where it is possible to extract their 
separation degree or, according to graph theory, their distance. 

 In this paper, the separation degree is taken into account as a natural grouping 
factor, defined by the members themselves, as people tend to get closer to others who 
have interests in common (Mendes 2008).  Following this reasoning, the smallest is 
the distance among the network members, and the biggest is the similarity of their 
interests.  

 This way, we could represent this closeness among the members in a distance 
matrix (Figure 3.2 Distance matrix 
) and group people who are more similar to each user. 
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Distance matrix and heat map 

  u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9 u10 

u1 0 1 6 2 1 3 1 2 5 3 

u2 1 0 3 1 4 5 2 6 3 4 

u3 6 3 0 1 4 2 5 3 2 4 

u4 2 1 1 0 3 2 5 3 5 3 

u5 1 4 4 3 0 5 4 1 2 4 

u6 3 5 2 2 5 0 2 6 3 1 

u7 1 2 5 5 4 2 0 2 3 6 

u8 2 6 3 3 1 6 2 0 2 1 

u9 5 3 2 5 2 3 3 2 0 5 

u10 3 4 4 3 4 1 6 1 5 0 

Figure 3.2 Distance matrix 

 These groups are naturally formed by the separation degree and are used for 
massive data partitioning, thus, decreasing its space. 

 With the combination of these two ideas, we have a matrix representation  of 
item x user (U x I), for the u1, partitioned this way (Figure 3.3 Top-Down matrix U x I, 
with evaluations, partitioned taking into account u1 separation degre 
 

Partitioned UxI matrix        

  l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 l8 l9 l10        

u1 3 5 2 5 4 2 5 4 5 3        

u2 4 5 5 2 4 2 2 3 3 1   1st separation degree 

u5 1 3 4 2 4 4 5 2 3 5    2nd separation degree 

u7 5 4 1 4 5 4 3 1 2 4    3rd separation degree 

u4 2 2 1 3 2 4 4 2 5 4   4th separation degree 

u8 2 1 4 1 2 3 2 4 2 1    5th separation degree 

u6 4 5 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 1    6th separation degree 

u10 5 1 1 2 4 3 4 2 3 5        

u9 2 4 2 4 3 3 1 4 5 2        

u3 4 5 1 4 4 4 3 1 5 3        

Figure 3.3 Top-Down matrix U x I, with evaluations, partitioned taking into account u1 separation 
degre 

 But the exclusion of items that have been evaluated by more distant users could 
lead to super-specialization issues or lack of surprise related to the generated 
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recommendations (section 2.4.4). In an attempt to solve these problems, we have to add 
another concept used in this solution, that will be explained in the next section. 

 

3.3. Sequential Imputation 

 Another problem of recommender systems (section 2.4.4) derives from the 
sparsity of the evaluation in matrix U x I. Among possible solutions (Soares 2007), the 
use of missing values imputation may create noise and ends up compromising the 
recommendations instead of improving them. 

 But if the imputation is done — in a reduced space — among grouped users that 
allegedly have high similarity, it may be possible to input values with a reduced noise 
level. 

 In order to ease sparsity problems, super-specialization and lack of surprise 
(section 2.4.4), this solution suggests the use of the underlying idea in partitioning 
through the separation degree of the social network members, plus the underlying idea 
in sequential imputation as follows (Figure 3.4 Top-Down view of the recommender 
system based on separation degree to do sequential imputation 
)(Figure 3.5 Process of SocialBased Recommendation 
): 

1. One of the studied collaborative filtering is chosen to be used for the 
estimate for user evaluation values of an item. From now on, it will be 
called the auxiliary collaborative filtering of this system. 

2. Every time the system finds a separation degree, it tries to input the user 
missing evaluations at the same distance to the user to  whom the system 
is recommending. For the imputation, only the evaluations in this space 
and the auxiliary collaborative filtering are used. 

3. The system is thus reefed with new users of the following degree, their 
evaluations and previous degree imputed evaluations. 

4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the desired separation degree. 
5. With the resulting matrix, the actual evaluations and the ones imputed by 

the system, the auxiliary collaborative filtering is used to create the 
recommendations for the user. 
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Figure 3.4 Top-Down view of the recommender system based on separation degree to do sequential 
imputation 

 With the suggested solution, we move forward to the implementation phase, 
tests and result analysis. 

 

 
Figure 3.5 Process of SocialBased Recommendation 
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4. TESTS AND RESULTS 

4.1. DATA SUMMARY 

 From the massive volume of data, 100 users have been randomly selected to 
form the group of root users of the social network.  

 

Table 4.1 User set 

 Total of Users 

Groups edges nodes 

Root - 85 

1st degree 3,156 3,140 

2nd degree 9,427 6,557 

Total 12,583 9,782 

Total of books: 441,311 

Total of evaluations: 2,128,782 

Average quantity of books/evaluations per user: 218 

 

  To enable experiment processing, the data space had to be reduced. Only 
the 500 most popular books have been selected. This has defined the data space that will 
be used for tests as follows: 

 

Table 4.2 Reduced user set 

 Total of Filtered Users 

Groups edges nodes 

Country - 85 

1st degree 2,927 2,911 

2nd degree 8,587 5,914 

Total 11,514 8,910 

Total of books: 500 

Total of evaluations: 338,690 

Average quantity of 
books/evaluations per user: 

  

38 

  

4.2. Summary of experiments 

4.2.1. Tests Using RMS and MAE 

 For each recommender system to be tested, the following parameters are 
alternated as follows: 

• The recommender system itself: GenericItemBased, GenericUserBased, 
KnnItemBased, SlopeOne, SVD, SocialBased; 
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•  Database percentages that will be used for training and test: 
60%-40% and 70%-30%;  

•  The quantity of root users, using the following values: 10, 25, 40, 
55, 70, 85 users; 

•  The quantity of books, using the following values: 50, 100, 150 e 
200 books. The used books were the most evaluated ones by root users 
and their descendents, therefore, the most popular books; 

• Three rounds of tests have been made for each combination.  

 The used values have been chosen because they were the most common ones 
found in literature, following our advisor suggestions. 

 

4.2.2.  Tests USING Precision, Recall AND Fall-Out 

 These tests try to find a relation between relevant books for the user and the ones 
recommended by the system.  

 The calculated measures are precision, recall and fall-out, which have been 
explained in this paper basics (section 0). For these tests, each recommender system has 
been used to recommend 10 books to  each of the root users. The quantity of books and 
users were varied. The quantity of books and users variation were the same as previous 
tests. 

 The list of items, which is considered as relevant to each tested user, is formed 
by books that have an evaluation value greater than the defined threshold, calculated by 
the average plus a standard deviation. 

 The chosen quantity, to be recommended to each tested user, was 10 books. This 
quantity has been chosen because it is the most common one found in several different 
sources (newspaper, radio, television, internet etc.). Therefore, Top-10 is the easily 
understandable measure for the tests that have been run. 

 It is worth clarifying that the training percentages are not taken into 
account in this type of test since the evaluation is done as if the system were fully 
operational. Therefore, all other user evaluations and all tested user evaluations are 
used, except for the evaluations of books considered by the system as relevant to the 
user and books that have been separated for system evaluation.  

 

4.2.3.  Summary of test result analysis 

 In addition to analyzing all general results of all tested recommender 
systems, we compared separately UserBased (k-NN) against SocialBased (using 
UsedBased itself (k-NN) as an auxiliary recommender system), since this is the most 
frequently used implementation (Ferlin 2008), to check the benefits brought by the 
suggested solution to traditional implementations. 

  

4.3. Generic User Based (K-NN) x Social Based 

 With just a few users, the SocialBased recommender system, implemented in 
this project, suffers a drawback if compared against the basic implementation of 
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USerBased (K-NN). In all other experiments, SocialBased has been able to enhance the 
precision of recommendations. The result of the 85x200 combination is contradictory to 
other results and needs to be checked with a higher number of rounds. 

 

4.3.1. Root Mean Square 

 
Figure 4.1 RMS measure with Euclidean distance (a) 
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Figure 4.2 RMS measure with Euclidean distance (b) 
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4.4. Performance evaluation 

 As we can check in Figure 4.3 Response time for each Recommender system 
, the implementations done with Slope-One and UserBased (k-NN) have shown to be 
more efficient than other Recommender systems. However, the response time of other 
Recommender systems would not preclude its usage in a production environment. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Response time for each Recommender system 

 

 In Figure 4.4 Average time for the recommendation of 10 books (a) 
 and Figure 4.5 Average time for the recommendation of 10 books (b) 
 are presented the measured average times for each tested user-book combination. 
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Figure 4.4 Average time for the recommendation of 10 books (a) 

 

 
Figure 4.5 Average time for the recommendation of 10 books (b) 
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 Slope-One and UserBased (k-NN) performance checked in Figure 4.6 Used 
memory by each Recommender system 
has been undermined. Recommender systems with the best performances are the ones 
which consume more memory. In this item, the SocialBased memory savings were 
greater than the traditional implementation. 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Used memory by each Recommender system 

 

 In Figure 4.7 Memory consumption (a) 
 and Figure 4.8 Memory consumption (b) 
 The average memory consumption can be seen with each tested user-book 
combination. The average memory consumption of recommender systems was around 
185 Mbytes. The values varied between 100 Mbytes and 225 Mbytes. 
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Figure 4.7 Memory consumption (a) 

 
Figure 4.8 Memory consumption (b) 

 

4.5. Discussions about the results 

 After analyzing the data, we concluded that the bigger the number of users and 
books is, the bigger the drop in the quality of the recommendations is; this result does 
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not depend neither on the recommender system nor on the type of evaluation done. This 
behavior is caused by the increase in data sparsity. 

 While matrix U x L (user x book) increases, the results related to Precision and  
Recall drop. However, the recommended items are not necessarily irrelevant to the user. 
The evaluation algorithm, used by Precision and Recall, needs to select the relevant 
items already evaluated by the user (section 4.2.2). This reduces the quantity of relevant 
items to a small number. If the recommender system suggests items in this list, it means 
it is working perfectly. However, if it does not recommend items in this list, it does not 
mean that they are not interesting to the user, but only that they were not among the 
selected test data used to evaluate the system. 

 In several combinations of users and books, SocialBased managed to improve 
the results of traditional implementation, using the sequential imputation and the 
partitioning of the social network through the separation degree up to the second degree.  

 Although SocialBased response time has been higher than the majority of the 
tested system, it does not disable its use. On the other hand, the gains derived from low 
memory consumption are encouraging, something around 17.5% in comparison with the 
traditional implementation (k-NN).   

  It also has been possible to conclude that the variation on the user 
quantity does not influence the quality of the results as significantly as the increase in 
the quantity of item does. 

 The results achieved by RMS and MAE measure the checked mistake between 
the actual evaluations and the evaluations imputed by recommender systems. However, 
the goal of a recommender system is not to impute closer values to the actual value, but 
it is to recommend the more relevant items to a specific user (section 2.4). What matters 
for the final quality of a recommender system is that the results of Precision, Recall and 
Fall-out are always the best possible ones. 

 In run tests, it was found that SocialBased improved UserBased (k-NN) results 
using the Log-Likelihood similarity metrics. For k-NN-based recommender systems that 
use this metrics, the use of SocialBased could be beneficial. 

5. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 The focus of this paper was the study of Recommender Systems in social 
networks. There is a need for tools to help the users handle the great deal of information 
they receive. 

 Based on this context, Recommender Systems technologies have been presented 
and discussed, in addition to the way they are implemented and evaluated and other 
needed knowledge for its use, such as several similarities metrics and evaluation 
metrics. 

 Some studies about the way social networks are formed and their organization 
also have been discussed. We also presented the small world theory and the idea that 
people who are closer to an individual have more influence over this individual’s 
opinions.  At last, we presented the idea of sequential imputation, the reuse of 
previously imputed value in a new iteration. 

 Based on this researched knowledge, we built a “Hot-Deck” solution combining 
these isolated ideas, in an attempt to add value to current Recommender systems. 
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Through the implementation of a testing environment and the analysis of the obtained 
results, we could conclude their advantages and disadvantages. These  conclusions are 
found in section 4.5. 

 With this paper, we noticed how data related to members of social networks 
influence Recommender Systems. It is a new different way of partitioning users and 
defining who the closest people to an individual are in Recommender Systems context. 

 One of the contributions of this paper is a new dataset, which  can be used for 
the continuation of this line of research. Differently from other available datasets, this 
one has information on the relationships among users that can be used to create a graph 
of a social network. 

  The natural evolution of this paper would be the expansion of the database so 
that we could reach a third degree of separation between the users. This way, we could 
check the behavior of the suggested solution with a higher number of iterations. 

 There is also the possibility of changing the suggested proposition so that the 
distribution of processing in several computers can be done, even if they are in a cloud 
computing environment. This is possible because the used Mahout framework is ready 
for its future interconnection with Apache Hadoop framework (Apache Software 
Foundation 2008). 

 This paper has focused on the use of collaborative filtering. For future papers, 
we recommend implementations of Recommender Systems based on contents and that 
can take into account other data, such as age, sex and location of the participants. 
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